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NOUNS VERBS ADJECTIVES ADVERBS 

customs customize customary customarily 
beliefs believe believable believable 
unity unify unified, unified X 

thanks thank thankful thankfully 

THANKSGIVING VOCABULARY: PARTS OF SPEECH Chart  

Using Parts of Speech as a Learning Tool  
Although traditional and perhaps “old-fashioned” in                         
the history of language teaching and learning, attention                    

to the major “Parts of Speech” (Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs)         
helps learners understand the general meanings of new vocabulary 
items they hear or read.  It also helps them use new words or phrases 
correctly—or at least comprehensibly—in their own speech and 
writing.  Here are suggested ways to incorporate awareness of parts of 
speech into the teaching and learning of information about holidays.  

STEP 1.  Together or individually, learners make a “Parts of Speech Chart” 
with these headings: NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES.  Depending on their 
language proficiency levels, they might add a fourth column of ADVERBS                 
to the chart.  If they do, its words should probably be “Adverbs of Manner.”  

Words for the Vocabulary Chart can come from readings or audio about 
the holiday.  Probably with dictionary use, more advanced groups may be 
able to fill in the chart with additional words related to those they found in 
material.  Here is the beginning of a sample Parts of Speech Chart                 
with words from the Thanksgiving readings in this booklet. (X = no word.) 

Vocabulary Skills  
Activities 
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NOUNS VERBS ADJECTIVES ADVERBS 

history X historic, historically 
facts X factual factually 

nation nationalize national nationally 
feast feast X X 

festival, X festive festively 

THANKSGIVING VOCABULARY: PARTS OF SPEECH Chart  

STEP 2.  Collective or individual “Parts of Speech Charts” can be                 
used for different kinds of vocabulary “lessons.”  Here are suggestions:  

The group leader or instructor can give meaning clues (simple 
definitions of the words), such as “a written account of past events,” 
“to eat heartily,” or “based on proven truths.”  From the Parts of 
Speech Chart, learners pick out and pronounce the appropriate words. 
(The answers to these clues from the sample Chart are history—
[noncount noun], feast  [verb], and factual [adjective].) 

Using the same part of speech in each definition as the vocabulary                  
item itself, learners in turn tell the meaning of one of the words in                 
the Parts of Speech Chart. Listeners write down the words in a list                
or simply read them aloud.  The “definition giver” gets one point                   
for each listener that figured out the right answer.  

Without saying the words themselves, a leader or instructor can give 
sentences or phrases with oral (or printed) blanks, such as                       
“When the United States became a _________, people   
of all ___________ and backgrounds celebrated a day                    
of Thanksgiving. After the Civil War, the day became a 
____________ holiday.”  

Learners find the missing words in the Parts of Speech Chart and                   
write them in a list or say them aloud. (The answers  to the above      
clues from the chart are nation and nationalities and national.)                      
If they can, they suggest other words or even phrases of the same                   
parts of speech that would fit the context and make sense in each 
sentence or phrase clue. 
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Learners can make up phrases or sentences of their own with words 
from the Parts of Speech Chart. Perhaps these can be (factual or 
commonly believed) responses to comprehension questions about the 
material. For example:  

Who 
celebrated         

the first 
Thanksgiving    
in America? 

According to HISTORIANS who have 
studied American Indian HISTORY, 
native Americans were giving 
thanks for the harvest long before 
1620.  This means that 
HISTORICALLY, . . .  

Perhaps participants can receive one point for the first word from                    
the Chart used appropriately in their answers, two additional points               
for the second  vocabulary item,  three for the third, and so on.  

Learners can use collected vocabulary to describe typical photos, 
illustrations, cartoons, or other visuals of customs, practices, or 
symbols related to the occasion.  As they talk or write, they can add 
holiday-related vocabulary of their own to their descriptions or stories. 
Later, these can be added to the Parts of Speech Chart. Perhaps they 
can get a point for every item used correctly in speaking and writing  
and two points for every word added in the appropriate column. Below 
are samples of the kinds of holiday visuals that elicit useful vocabulary.   

1 

2 

3 

4 5 
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Guessing Meaning from Context  
The most common, efficient way to speed up acquisition               
of new vocabulary—for both receptive recognition and 
active use—is to figure out the (imprecise) meanings                 

of new items from the context in which they appear.  Many students, 
especially learners of English as a second language, pay too much  
attention to new or difficult words they hear or read.  This habit may 
detract from their comprehension of the general meaning of the point 
and the important information of the material. Instead, on their first 
listening or reading, learners should ignore the irrelevant vocabulary. 
From the context, they should make “educated guesses” at the 
general meanings of the key items.  

STEP 1.  After rereading a small amount of material, participants tell                      
or list the words and expressions (phrases) that seem new or difficult. 
Together, they venture a guess at the approximate meanings of those 
items.  They pay attention to context clues such as  

(a) the position, function, and/or parts of speech of each item. 
(b) an explanation or simple definition that appears in the same                      

sentence or paragraph —especially after a form of the verb                
be, a dash (—) or a comma (,); or between parentheses (  ).  

(c) a word or phrase with about the same or the opposite                   
meaning as the unfamiliar item.  

(d) examples, or the name of a category for items like the 
unfamiliar one, in the same or another sentence or paragraph.  

(e) the topic of the reading or paragraph, the general sense of               
the phrase or sentence—and an illustration, if there is one.  

In the following piece of holiday information, vocabulary items that learners 
of English might be unfamiliar with on the first or second reading are 
underlined. Who can find the context clues that would help readers figure 
out their general meaning? What might learners guess their meaning to be?  

The clothing brought by the Plymouth colonists was typical of that worn by all 
English yeomen in the early 17th century.  Primarily, it was fashioned from wool 
and linen cloth, with some leather.  There was a much wider range of colors 
than exists in the current image, including reds, yellows, violets, and greens as 
well as black and gray. Some of these colors had social significance—black 
was indicative of solid respectability, etc.    

From Plimoth-on-Web, Plimoth Plantation’s Web Site  
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STEP 2.  To “test” a guess at meaning, learners substitute it for the 
unfamiliar word or phrase. Do the sentence and paragraph still make sense? 
Then the guess may be correct—at least in a general sense, which is 
sufficient for understanding the meaning. To help others learn, participants 
should tell the context reasons for their guesses. Making “educated 
guesses” about vocabulary in context is a skill that improves with practice.   

STEP 3.  Next, learners check their guesses in a lexicon. They look up each 
item they’re still unsure about. In the entry that’s the same part of speech 
as the word in the context  in which it appeared, they find the meaning that 
fits the sense of the text.  If the chosen definition can be substituted for           
the item in its context, and if the sentence is still grammatically correct    
and meaningful, they’ve probably chosen the correct meaning.  

STEP 4.  To systematize the learning of new vocabulary from context, 
students might make charts with headings like the ones in this sample.  

New     
Vocabulary Item 

Part of 
Speech 

My Guess at General 
Meaning   

 Dictionary Definition that Gives  
the Word’s Meaning in This Context   

yeomen plural 
noun 

some kind of men,  
perhaps of a certain 

position or rank 

In British history, small farmers       
that owned and worked                       

their own land.    

primarily adverb mostly  in the first place; chiefly 

fashioned verb 
(participle) 

made in                                       
the latest style 

formed, shaped, designed 

linen noun a kind of fabric                        
or material  

strong smooth cloth made                     
of flax fibers 

range noun variety an extent or amount of difference 

current adjective now; modern belonging to the present time 

 

STEP 5.  There are several possible uses for a completed “Vocabulary from 
Context Chart.” For example, the vocabulary items can be deleted, and 
learners can try to find them in the context of the original reading selection. 
A second possibility is to remove the words from some of the boxes in each 
column, and have students use both the reading material and dictionaries  
to fill in the blanks. A third use might be to have learners use the vocabulary 
items in phrases or sentences of their own.  They should be careful that 
their context fits the definition given in the chart.  

THANKSGIVING Vocabulary from Context Chart  
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Filling in the Blanks  
A good test of students’ vocabulary ability and knowledge 
of a subject is a reading selection with blanks to fill in. 

The simplest fill-in-the-blank quiz is a piece of info that students 
have already read and discussed, with some words replaced by 
blanks. The easiest tests of this kind provide lists of words for 
students to choose from. For higher-level learners, however,                      
it’s more interesting and motivating to be given a piece of                        
new material with missing words on the subject at hand.                            
Here’s how to create and utilize such an activity: 

STEP 1.  Keeping a copy of the original selection, on a copy, black out  
(or cover with paper or correction tape) some important vocabulary 
items. Make sure that enough context clues remain so that learners can 
make reasonable guesses about missing words.  Alternatively, retype 
relevant verbiage  from the selection, adapting its language to students’ 
proficiency level and replacing some of the important vocabulary with 
blanks long enough to write words in. Beginning with 1, number                          
the blanks.  Make one copy of the selection for each group or student—           
or make an overhead transparency to project on a screen. 

STEP 2.  (Working together,) Learners decide on the best word or                
phrase for each blank.  To demonstrate ability to figure out meaning 
from context in reverse, they can tell the reasons for their guesses.  

STEP 3.  To be acceptable, a word must be spelled correctly. It must                   
be the appropriate part of speech—grammatically correct in its context.              
It has to make sense, too. The best choice for a blank also “sounds 
good.” After giving learners time to fill in the blanks, reconvene the 
whole group. Go over and discuss individual students’ answers.  

On the next two pages are sample fill-in-the blank passages for high 
beginning and intermediate-level vocabulary learners.  Below and on 
page 36 are upside down “answer keys” of possible words for blanks.  

Possible Answers for Fill-in-the Blanks  on page 33. “The Pilgrim Ship—the Mayflower” 
1. year   2. people, Pilgrims, Puritans, travelers, etc.   3. sailed, traveled, went, etc.   4. ship, boat, Mayflower.   
5. artist, illustrator   6. cabins, rooms, compartments   7. levels, decks    8. objects, items, things, luggage, 
belongings, activities  9. size, dimensions  10. know, think, believe, etc.   11. carried, held. transported  12. 
feet  13. width   14. captain, owner, master. commander   15. crew, workers, sailors   16. floors, decks     
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INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the blanks. Be sure to write words that are 
grammatically correct and that make sense in the context.  

The Pilgrim Ship, the Mayflower 
 In the 1________ 1620, a group of English 2___________ 

sailed from Holland to the New World. They 3_________  on a ship 

called the Mayflower. Below are drawings of the 4___________. 

The pictures are 5_________s’ images of the inside, so they show 

many 6_________, some with people in them. All of these cabins, 

or rooms, are on three or four different 7___________. We can 

see a lot of the Pilgrims’ 8___________ in the various spaces. 

 Historians aren’t sure about the exact 9___________ of 

the Mayflower. They 10__________ that it 11__________ about 

180 tones of cargo, however. Therefore, it was probably about 

ninety 12_______ long and about twenty-five feet in 13________.  

The highest officer, the 14___________ of the ship, slept in the 

biggest cabin.  Other compartments were for the lower officers and 

the 15____________.  Most of the passengers slept on blankets 

on the wooden 16________ of the crowded ship.  

High Beginning  Level—Possible Answers on page 33.   
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INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the blanks. Be sure to write words that are 
grammatically correct and that make sense in the context.  

The 1627 Pilgrim Village 

 “Plimoth Plantation” is a 1_______________ of the village 
the Pilgrim settlers had 2___________ by the year 1627. It is a kind 
of “living museum.” Tourists can visit the 3____________ in the 
modern town of 4_______________, Massachusetts. The museum 
5_______________ are dressed in 6_________________ from that 
time in history. When they talk, they 7______________ like English 
settlers of the 8________________ century. They do the same 
9_______________ as the original Pilgrims too.  For example, the 
Plymouth men raise 10______________ like 17th century breeds of 
11_________________ and goats and chickens. They take care of 
the 12____________ growing in the fields 13__________ the village. 
The women manage the 14_______________.  The most important 
public 15__________ in the Pilgrim village was the meeting house 
on the top of a hill at the 16__________ of the fort. The main street 
17________ from this building down the hill to the 18_____________ 
on Massachusetts Bay.  Houses are on both 19_________________ 
of “the Streete.” The 20_____________ that crosses it in the middle 
runs north and south to the cornfields.  

Intermediate  Level—Answers on page 35. 
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Possible Answers for the Fill-in-the Blanks on page 34.                  
The 1627 Pilgrim Village 

1. replica, copy, reproduction, model, good imitation   2. built, created, constructed                     
3. village, replica, etc.  4. Plymouth   5. guides, staff members, workers, employees                    
6. costumes, clothing, clothes, period fashions   7. sound, seem, talk, are  8. seventeenth 
(17th) 9. things, work, jobs, activities   10. animals, livestock   11. cattle, cows, sheep,   
12. crops, plants, food, corn  13. around, surrounding  14. house, household, kitchen, 
children   15. building, structure   16. fence, end, edge, boundary    17. runs, goes, leads    
18. harbor, shore, beach    19. sides   20. street, “highway,” road 

Vocabulary Card Games  
There are many challenging, amusing, and cooperative or 
competitive card games that can be played with decks of 
Picture and/or Word Cards. Such Card Decks can be created 

by hand on index cards or by computer on card stock to be cut apart.  

Card decks can contain “Flash Cards”—pictures on one side with      
the names of the pictures on the other, or some sort of “questions”      
on the card faces with the “answers” on the back. Or the decks can 
consist of matching pairs—such as pictures on half the cards and                  
matching words on the other half, the first part of compound words              
on half the cards and the corresponding second part on the others,  
and so on. Matching Cards can be Synonym Word Cards, words with 
opposite meanings, words with their definitions, and the like. 

A card deck can also consist of sets of “four-of-a-kind,” such as four 
examples of words in the same meaning category, four related words 
of different parts of speech, four rhyming words, etc.  

Picture & Word Vocabulary Cards lend themselves to many kinds of 
creative and effective educational activities. With the right design,               
it works to play classic, competitive card games with them. Authors & 
Editors offers some such decks—even two on the topic of Halloween.  

There may be commercial 
materials available, or you                    
can have fun creating your own 
Thanksgiving Vocabulary Deck or 
other motivating materials.    


